
Art Lesson Title: Altered Book Techniques 
Grade Level: 6-12 
 
# Of Classes: 1 Class 

1. Setting The Stage: Students will be introduced to altered/deconstructed book lesson. 

During this one class mini lesson they will be shown examples of altered books and 

different techniques used to create or alter a book from its original form. 

Materials Used:  

- Old Chapter Book 

- Scissors 

- Glue 

- Tape 

- Exacto Knife 

- Paints  

- Markers  

- Any other materials students would like to use.  

A. Curriculum framework Standards : 

1.9 Demonstrate the ability to create 2D or 3D works that show knowledge of the 

methods, materials and techniques unique to the visual arts. 

1.13 Make reasonable choices of 2D and 3D media, materials, tools and 

techniques to achieve desired effects in specific projects.  

 

      B. Generative Topic: 

The focal concept of skill during this lesson is the ability to: 

-Understand what an altered book is 

-Brainstorm ideas in order to create an altered book 

- Experiment with altered book techniques 

- Research and find ideas to execute for final project 



 

      C. Measurable Adjectives:  

  -Understand the concept of an altered book 

- Choose a book to be altered 

- Create a plan and a process to create altered book 

 

        D. End Of Lesson Assessment:  

Students will be assessed during just this lesson to create a plan for their altered 

book. They will be given a worksheet that they need to complete in order to begin 

the altered book process. Students will be assessed on their brainstorming 

abilities and the way the express what they are going to create. Students will also 

be assessed on how they utilized the class time creating an idea or 

experimenting with different techniques.  

2. Content of the Lesson 

A. Content: 

- Choosing a used book 

- Discussing what an altered book is 

- Being introduced to altered book techniques 

Skills:  

The skills learned in this lesson are creating a design plan, brainstorming, thinking 

about displaying the book and deciding on a theme. Students will also gain skills in 

altered book techniques such as folding, cutting, rolling and ripping of paper. 

 

B. Rationale : 

The rationale for this lesson is to expose students to a new technique of art. Working on 

this process is also a way to help them develop skills in paper techniques to later apply 

to other projects.  



3. Knowledge of Students: 

The age level in this class is a mixed Heterogeneous Grouping,  grades 10-12. Each have 

different skill levels . Some students have prior Photoshop knowledge of taking other art 

classes such as photography within their freshman/sophomore years of high school.  

4. Preparation Of Procedures: 

Books will need to be gathered for students before start of lesson. 

5. Sequence of Teaching- Procedures: 

- Students will enter classroom 

- Students will be presented with powerpoint presentation about altered books 

- Students will be able to take time during class to do a brief google search to 

find more images than what was provided for examples. 

- As a whole class will gather around a demonstration of paper altering 

techniques 

Day 1 

A. Beginning of the Lesson: 

- Student are asked to take out Ipads and pencils and find their seats 

- Students will then be given a presentation about altered books, what they are 

and different examples of book/paper altering techniques techniques 

 

 

B. Middle Of The Lesson 

- Students will given a worksheet which will help layout their ideas, altered book 

theme , the book orientation for display and a spot for them to brainstorm and 

sketch ideas.  

 

C. End Of Lesson 



- Students will be asked to finalize the worksheet before the next class meeting 

and narrow down a plan or theme so they begin to execute their altered books.  

D. Extension and Enrichment Activities during class time. 

- Students who have completed their ideas may begin to start working on their 

books.  

 

 


